




“”Risk” does not exist ”out there,” independent of our minds and culture, waiting
to be measured. Human beings have invented the concept of ”risk” to help them
understand and cope with the dangers and uncertainties of life. Although these
dangers are real, there is no such thing as ”real risk” or ”objective risk”.”

Paul Slovic (2000)
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Abstract

This study tests whether if heuristics affect the decisions of an economic agent.
Through different sets of lottery games conducted on students, the participants
made choices between an uncertain asset and a risk-free asset. Instead of the clas-
sical approach, I chose to relate the uncertain asset to a financial asset and the
risk-free asset to a cash payment placed in a savings account. The game contained
a total of six rounds, where the participants made choices on different level of risk
for the first three rounds. In the remaining three rounds the participants made
choices on the same level of risk do distinguish if past experience affected their risk
preference. The experimental results show that when the risk environment change,
participants in the low risk environment became more risk averse, as oppose to par-
ticipants in the high risk environment. The results also show that when exposed to a
volatile environment, participants tend to switch to the safe option earlier compared
to when stakes are low. However, when the participants made choices on the same
level of risk, the switch from the lottery to the safe option did not differ between the
participants. In other words, past experience did not seem to affect the valuation
of the asset. In this experiment, women tend to be more risk averse than men. On
average, women switched to the safe option earlier than the men.

Keywords: Affect, Affect Heuristic, Economic theory, Expected utility theorem,
Experiment, Experimental economics, Heuristics, Lottery, Rationality, Risk, Risk
attitude, Risk aversion,
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“There is no such thing as a free
lunch!”

Paraphrase by Milton Friedman

In the 1970’s Eugene Fama was one of the leading economists who coined the
hypothesis of efficient markets or the efficient market hypothesis (EMH) as we know
it. Given that all information is available and accessed by everyone, market prices
should provide accurate signals for resource allocation (Fama, 1970). Therefore, the
market is “efficient”, and no bubbles can be created. For example, if a stock is
priced at 10 SEK and through the information available on the market, investors
know that the stock will soon be priced at 15 SEK. Hence, an arbitrary opportunity
is presented. By acting now, a profit can be made through buying the stock for 10
SEK and sell for 15 SEK, giving a profit of 5 SEK. However, since the information is
public, everybody will have the same insight and the stock price would immediately
jump to 15 SEK, and the arbitrage is lost (Thaler, 2016). The idea is simple, elegant
and most important rational!

However, looking at the financial markets, it seems as a different pattern of behaviour
can be identified. Most of the modern-day financial crises from the 1930s and onward
has been after a stock market upturn, where stock prices have reached their all-time
high. Looking at the stock markets today, several large index such as Dow Jones and
S&P500 have reached their all-time high several times (Gibbs and Imbert, 2018). A
cynic may make an argument for that the next financial crisis is around the corner,
while an optimist may argue that investors learn from their past experience. Which
is why I would like to examine what affects the risk behaviour of an investor.

While economic theory suggests several approaches on how to measure the risk
aversion of an economic agent, there is a disagreement among economists on the
best way to measure it. Some prefer the usefulness of the expected utility theory,
others are critical towards it. Several behavioural economists as Kahneman (2011),
Finucane et al. (2000), Alhakami and Slovic (1994) believe that heuristics are a
big factor in how individuals value the risk. Others like He and Hong (2017) have
found evidence in the correlation between the risk environment and the decision
making using the expected utility hypothesis.

In this study I will test whether heuristics affect the rationality in the decision
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

making of an economic agent. Through a lottery, the participants of the game
had to make economic decisions based on different risk environment for the first
three rounds. Instead of the classical approach, I chose to relate the risk of the
environment to a financial asset and the safe option to a savings account in order
to distinguish whether if heuristics play a factor in the decision making. In order
to distinguish if the previous risk environment affects the decisions of an economic
agent, the participants made choices in the same risk environment in the later
rounds. My results show that when the risk environment change, participants in
the low risk environment became more risk averse, as oppose to participants in
the high risk environment. The results also show that when exposed to a volatile
environment, participants tend to switch to the safe option earlier compared to when
stakes are low. In this experiment, women tend to be more risk averse than men.
On average, women switched to the safe option earlier than the men.

In the next chapter I will cover the literature relevant to the subject. The method
of the experiment will be discussed in chapter 3. The main results will be presented
in chapter 4 and chapter 5 gives concluding remarks.
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Chapter 2

Literature review

How economic agents value risk and their risk aversion is an important topic in
the field of economics. The importance of the issue is to understand the ground of
an individuals’ decision making and to reveal preferences and attitudes towards the
labour and the financial markets. In this thesis the focus will be directed towards
decisions in the financial market.

To determine an agents demand for a financial asset of different risk class, the fol-
lowing issues need to be understood. First, how the financial risk is defined and
measured. Second, how an agents tolerance for risk is theorised and measured.
Third, how the tolerance interacts with the subjective uncertainties associated with
the available assets to determine an agents demand (Danthine and Donaldson, 2015).

The cumulative risk aversion in a population can alternate due to changes in
risk aversion of economic agents or due to changes in the distribution of wealth
among economic agents (Guiso et al., 2018). An argument can be made for finan-
cial crises often followed by turbulent times may change an investors perception of
risk, which Guiso et al. (2018) show in studying data from an Italian bank. The
authors found both qualitative and quantitative evidence supporting the argument
for that the risk aversion increased after the financial crises in 2008, where the
number of people who do not want to take any financial risk increased from 16%
to 43% (Guiso et al., 2018). In a field study, He and Hong (2017) argue that the
environment where the risk lies play a factor in how risk averse an economic agent
can become. They found that individuals who experienced a riskier environment
revealed to be more risk averse than other. Another field study on farmers done
by Binswager (1980) showed that most farmers become more risk averse as payoffs
increased. This is consistent with findings from similar field studies done by Holt
and Laury (2002) , Kachelmeier and Shehata (1992) and Smith and Walker (1993).
In addition, Binswager (1980) found that when payoffs are high, wealth did not seem
to influence risk aversion in comparison with low level payoffs, where such an effect
seem to exist, in contrast to Kachelmeier and Shehata (1992) where no such effect
was found.

In a different approach, Donkers et al. (2001) examined using lotteries, whether if
commonly observed individual characteristics have any correlation with attitudes
towards risk. From their observations, they could conclude that females and elderly
had a more negative attitudes towards risk while income and education level had a
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more positive attitude towards risk.

However, there is a disagreement among economist on the measurement of risk.
Most often, economic theory assume that all agents are rational in order to
attain maximisation of an agents utility under certain constraints such as finan-
cial wealth and market prices 1. One way of measuring risk aversion is through
the expected utility hypothesis first popularised by Bernoulli (Arrow, 1971), and
Neumann and Morgenstern (1953) provided the necessary axioms, which since has
become a common approach among economists. The concavity of the expected util-
ity function indicates how risk averse an agent is, i.e. the more concave the expected
utility function, the more risk averse the agent (Varian, 1992). According to Arrow
(1971) if an agents’ expected utility function is maximised with a differentiable util-
ity function, the agent would always want take a small stake and participate in a
bet with positive expected value. This implies that when stakes are small, people
tend to be approximately risk neutral (Rabin, 2000). Also, Rabin (2000) states that
if we believe that an agent is risk averse, then the agent is not an expected utility
maximiser. Rabin (2000) further argues that when stakes are high, expected utility
theory makes wrong projections about risk aversion. Hence, what separates risk
attitudes among agents may come from differences in scale of investment opportu-
nities rather than risk attitudes among the agents studied. In other words, when
investment opportunities are modest, economic agents tend to be less risk averse,
in opposite to when investment opportunities are high (Rabin, 2000). Allais (1953),
raised the issue with the expected utility theorem where he showed that the
axioms underlying the theory were not always satisfied. If an investor is indifferent
between two lotteries, then the agent is also indifferent between two lotteries which
are mixed with a third lottery and have the same probability. This is inconsistent
with the axioms and called the Allais Paradox (Allais, 1953). Several behavioural
economists such as Daniel Kahneman, Amos Tversky, Richard Thaler and many
more have also raised the issue with the expected utility theory and proposed other
alternative solutions. Most famous is perhaps the prospect theory by Kahneman
and Tversky (1979). Prospect theory insinuates that agents relate their gains and
losses to a benchmark instead of payoffs, and that agents tend to care more about
losses than payoffs (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Thaler (2016) points out that
economists often use the traditional idea that a single theory on human behaviour
is both normative and descriptive. Hence, economist tend to state leading questions
in order to extract the information, which is what prospect theory sought to break.
Furthermore, in his book thinking fast and slow, Kahneman (2011) writes that peo-
ple often have intuitive feelings and opinions about everything. When people are
faced with complex questions, they use heuristic to find answers that are satisfying
but often incomplete. A study by Finucane et al. (2000) on affect heuristic showed
that individuals use affect heuristic to perceive risk and benefit on nuclear power
based on information. That is people use feelings to judge the risks and benefits on
the subject. More importantly, the findings were consistent with previous studies
such as Alhakami and Slovic (1994) (Finucane et al., 2000).

In summary, economists are in agreement on the difficulty of how to measure risk

1 Sjögren, Tomas; professor at USBE, Ume̊a University, Financial economics II D21, lecture
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aversion. While some economists are prone to use the expected utility theory
to measure how risk averse an agent is, others are critical towards this method.
While not disputing the usefulness of the expected utility theory, there are pitfalls
economists should be aware of and take into consideration. Therefore, I formally
propose these hypotheses. First, does the environment affect the risk aversion of an
economic agent, or does modest investment opportunities produce less risk averse
agents? Second, new legislation on the financial markets to increase investor secu-
rity have become affective (Munck, 2018). In order for the recipients to understand
the message, it needs to be clear (Kahneman, 2011). Does a warning message affect
investment decisions? Third, how aware are agents of their investment decisions?
Can heuristic hinder economic agents to make rational choice decisions? Fourth
and final, is there a difference between men and women in risk behaviour? With
these formulations, I may be able to provide new perspective and additional infor-
mation to the literature on decisions under uncertainty. In the next chapter I will
discuss the methodology of the experiment.
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Chapter 3

Methodology

3.1 The experiment

Following the work of He and Hong (2017), Holt and Laury (2002) on the exper-
imental design of the game, the participants of the game had the choice between
participating in a lottery or to receive a sure outcome. The game contains of 6
rounds where the participants are provided with 13 binary choices between the lot-
tery and the sure outcome. The lottery option remained the same throughout the
round while the sure outcome increased with each row.

To find out if heuristics can affect the rationality of an economic agent, different
financial assets was used in the lotteries. The financial assets reflects the same risk
as the risk environment of the lottery game. The assets in the lottery games were,
a three-month government treasury bill for participants in group LR, interest fund
for participants in group MR and a stock for participants in group HR. The risk in
LR, MR and HR is low, moderate and high. In each round the participants of the
game chose between the lottery λ = (x, 20000− x, 0.5) or the sure outcome (Si) in
each of the thirteen alternatives, where x and 20000− x are the possible outcomes
with the probability of 0.5 and x denotes the magnitude of the risk. If the agent
chose the lottery the value of the asset would be worth 20000− x in three months
with half probability or x in three months with half probability. If the agent chose
the sure outcome, the agent would receive an amount si in their savings outcome
in three months for sure, further investigating if affect heuristic affect the perceived
risk or benefit. Since the population in this study are students, the x was chosen
after the economy of a student. On average every student receives approximately
10 000 Swedish crowns a month in student loans. Therefore, all lotteries have an
equal mean of 10 000 with half of probability of receiving the better outcome of x
and the worse outcome of 20000–x. Thus, the expected utility is,

E[U(x, 20000− x, π)] = πU(x) + (1− π)U(20000− x) (3.1)

Where π is the probability of utility U(x) and (1 − π) is the probability of util-
ity U(20000 − x) occurring, and the standard deviation in all lotteries is therefore
x–10000.

To calculate the sure outcomes si, I again followed the experimental design of He
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and Hong (2017),

si =

{
20000− x+ 10000−(20000−x)

10
× i if i ≤ 10

10000 + x−10000
5
× (i− 10) if i > 10

(3.2)

where i denotes the alternative in the game. Depending on the size of x, the payoff
of the safe option i, gave different values, as Equation 3.2 states. The i between 1
through 10 is less or equal to the lottery outcome, while an i > 10 gives a better
payoff than the lottery.

3.2 Experimental procedure

To reveal how risk averse an agent is, different designs of the game was applied
by manipulating the risk of the environment. First, the participants were randomly
divided into different groups. The groups would be exposed to different level of
risk, low, moderate and high. For the first three rounds the participants in the
high-risk environment HR were exposed to a game with high risk, participants in
the moderate risk environment MR were exposed to a game with moderate risk
and the participants in the low risk environment LR were exposed to a game with
low risk. Second, to distinguish if the risk environment affects how an agent values
risk, the groups in HR, MR and LR were exposed to a moderate level of risk CR

for the remaining three rounds. In other words, the groups made decisions on the
same level of risk to determine if past experience has an impact on their investment
decisions (He and Hong, 2017). Third, there exists a number of new legislations
in Sweden, for example MIFID2, that requires financial institutions to provide the
investors with information about the financial asset and also warn them about the
risks in investing to increase transparency, investor security and increase the trust
for financial markets (Munck, 2018). Hence, half of the participants in group HR

and group LR will be warned about the risks of participating in a lottery and that
there is potential risk in losing your investment. This is done to further investigate
if this information has a significant effect in their initial choice in the first part of the
game. The warning was a message that was given in the instructions of the game,
and to make it clearer, the message was bold marked. The groups who were warned
will be indexed as H ′R and L′R. To my knowledge, this sort of experimental design
has not been implemented before. The risk levels and control levels are summarised
in Table 3.1.

In each round, the sure outcome ascended with each row, while the lottery alternative
remained the same for the entire round. For the sure outcome Si, rows 1 through 9
are less than the lottery mean of 10 000, the 10th row is equal to the mean and Si 11
through 13 are greater than the mean. Hence, a risk-neutral agent would choose to
participate in the lottery for the first nine alternatives, be indifferent in alternative
10 and shift their preference towards the safe option in alternative 11 through 13
(He and Hong, 2017). According to economic theory, a risk-averse agent would
choose the safe options more frequent than the risk-neutral agent, while the risk-
taking agent would switch to the safe option later than the risk neutral agents (He
and Hong, 2017), unless affect heuristics possibly changes the perceived risk and
benefits with the lotteries.
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3.3 Risk Aversion

Next, I introduce the concept of risk aversion. The basic definition of risk
aversion implies that an investor would for any wealth Y , would prefer the wealth
over a generic lottery. In utility terms,

U(Y ) > (
1

2
)U(Y + h) + (

1

2
)U(Y − h) = EU(Ỹ ) (3.3)

Where h is an amount of loss or profit and the RHS is the von Neumann - Mor-
genstern (VNM) expected utility. The inequality can only be satisfied if the agents
utility function is strictly concave as in Figure 3.1 (Danthine and Donaldson, 2015).

Figure 3.1: A strictly concave utility func-
tion (Danthine and Donaldson, 2015)

One important characteristic of the
function implies that as Y increases
the marginal utility (MU) decreases.
In more general words, as the agents
wealth increases the marginal utility of
the agent decreases. This character-
istic is directly related to an agents
risk aversion (Danthine and Donaldson,
2015). Two measures of risk aversion in-
variant to linear transformations (Dan-
thine and Donaldson, 2015), have been
proposed by Arrow (1971) and Pratt
(1964). The widely known absolute risk
aversion and relative risk aversion rep-
resented by Equation 3.4 and Equation

3.5 respectively. For purposes of this study, the focus will be on Equation 3.5 due
to that the agents risk aversion depends on the fraction of the risk and not on the
function of initial wealth (Danthine and Donaldson, 2015).

Absolute risk aversion
U ′′(Y )

U ′(Y )
≡ RA(Y ) (3.4)

Relative risk aversion
Y U ′′(Y )

U ′(Y )
≡ RR(Y ) (3.5)

To understand my point, a risk neutral agent has a linear utility function,

U(Y ) = cY + d (3.6)

where c and d are constants and c > 0 (Danthine and Donaldson, 2015). Which
means that their RR ≡ 0, RA ≡ 0. If the agent is not risk neutral, the agent would
like the probability off success to be higher. The probability expression becomes

π(Y, θ) ∼=
1

2
+

1

4
θγ (3.7)

Where θ is the fraction of wealth at risk and γ is a parameter of risk aversion. For
a γ > 0, the agent demands a higher probability of success to enter the lottery.
As γ increases, the indication for relative risk aversion increases. When comparing
the risk aversion between men and women a deviation from a risk neutral agent will
indicate the relative risk aversion. Furthermore, if the γM > γW , the men will always
demand a higher probability of success for the same fraction at risk (Danthine and
Donaldson, 2015).
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3.4 Inference

The experiments were conducted on students from Ume̊a School of Business,
Economics and Statistics (USBE), students from engineering physics, computer en-
gineering and nursing programme. This could be a possible drawback since USBE
students could posses more knowledge in economic theory than other participants.
This was solved by choosing students from undergraduate level to level out the play-
ing field.

The participants in each game were 20, 23, 19, 21 and 15 for games HR, H
′R, MR,

LR and L
′R. According to Central Limit Theorem (CLT), the threshold for a sample

size n must at least be 30, to assume approximately normal distribution (Stock and
Watson, 2011). In this study, the sample sizes of the population are not sufficiently
large enough to assume a normal distribution and hence the results from para-
metric testing could provide biased outcomes. To evade the issue, non-parametric
tests Wilcoxon signed rank test and Wilcoxon rank sum test were conducted to test
whether if the rank differed within and between the groups.

There are many ways to insure the statistical inference of a sample estimate when
sample size is small, such as Monte Carlo simulations. However, in order to perform
Monte Carlo simulations, the true underlying distribution of the population must
be known (Varian, 2005). Therefore, bootstrap methods were used. By repeatedly
sample with replacement from the sample of the population, we can compute the
distribution of the sample in the statistic we are interested in (Varian, 2005) without
relying entirely on the Central Limit Theorem (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).

Assume we have a random sample x = (x1, x2, ...xn) from an unknown distribution
F and we wish to estimate an unknown parameter of interest θ = t(F ) based on x.
From x, we calculate an estimate θ̂ = s(x) of the objective. To ensure the accuracy
of θ̂, let F̂ denote the empirical distribution with assigned probability 1

n
on each

observed observation i. A bootstrap sample is a random sample of size n drawn
from F̂ , x∗ = (x∗1, x

∗
2, ..., x

∗
n) denotes the bootstrap sample,

F̂
(−→ (x∗1, x

∗
2, ..., x

∗
n) (3.8)

Where x∗ denotes the resampled data point of x. Equation 3.8 tells us that x∗i
is a random sample of size n drawn from our sample from the population F with
replacement. Thus, our bootstrap sample F̂ might have x∗1 = x7. That is, the
bootstrapped data set is composed by members from the original data set x =
(x1, x2, ..., xn), where some appear several times while some appear 0 times. The
dataset of x∗ is a bootstrap replication of θ̂,

θ̂∗ = s(x∗) (3.9)

By applying the function s(.) to x∗ as was applied to x, results in the quantity s(x∗).
This means that if s(x) is the sample mean x̄, then x̄∗ is the bootstrap mean of s(x∗)
(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).

With the same technique, we can use the empirical distribution F̂ , to calculate the
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standard error seF (θ̂) of statistic θ̂. The plug in estimate i.e. the bootstrap estimate
is defined,

seF (θ̂∗) (3.10)

Equation 3.10 is called the ideal bootstrap estimate of standard error of θ̂ (Efron
and Tibshirani, 1993).

This study will first, select B independent bootstrap samples x∗1, x∗2,..., x∗B, drawn
with replacement from x of n data points, from each game. Second, each bootstrap
replication equivalent to each bootstrap sample from each game will be evaluated,

θ̂∗(b) = s(x∗) b = 1, 2, ..., B. (3.11)

Third, estimate the standard error seiF (θ̂) for each game through the standard
deviation of the B replications

ŝeB =


∑B

b=1

[ ˆ
θ∗(b)− θ̂∗(.)

]2
(B − 1)


1/2

(3.12)

Where θ̂∗(.) =
∑B

b=1

ˆθ∗(b)
B

(Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). According to Efron and
Tibshirani (1993) as the number of B goes to infinity, ˆseB is the ideal bootstrap
estimate of seF (θ),

lim
B→∞

ˆseB = seF̂ = seF̂ (θ̂)∗. (3.13)

AsB goes to infinity, ˆseB approaches seF̂ , which means, as the number of replications
grows, the empirical standard deviation approaches the standard deviation of the
populations. Note that the population in this case is the values of θ̂∗ = s(x∗),

where F̂
(−→ (x∗1, x

∗
2, ..., x

∗
n) = x∗ (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). This is called the

nonparametric bootstrap estimate due to the nonparametric estimation F̂ , of the
population F (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993).

How large should the bootstrap replications B, to be a ideal bootstrap estimate?
According to Efron and Tibshirani (1993) there are two rule of thumbs. First, a B
between 25 - 50 is often sufficient to give a good estimate of seF (θ̂). Second, B over
200 bootstrap replication for estimating a standard is seldom (Efron and Tibshirani,
1993). With this in mind B = 100 bootstrap replications was chosen for estimating
seF (θ̂) for each game.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this section the main statistical results are presented. I divide the results in
parametric and non-paramteric results. I also look at the differences in the number
of safe choices between the sexes that indicates the relative risk aversion (γ). The
results are based on differences between the paired data and the independent data
on when the participants chose to switch from the lottery to the safe option in each
round. As discussed in the previous section a risk neutral or “rational” agent would
choose the lottery between alternative 1 through 9, be indifferent in alternative 10
and choose the safe option in alternative 11 through 13. In addition, the design
of the game is constructed such that any “rational” agent should only exhibit one
change to be considered “rational”. Therefore, following pattern should be observed;
Lottery, Lottery,...,Lottery, Safe, Safe,..,Safe. Total participants of the experiment
amounted to 107 participants. Game 1 and Game 2 had 23 participants, game 3 and
4 had 21, and game 5 19. In each game 87%, 100, 90%, 100% and 79% of the total
participants were considered “rational” in HR, H

′R, MR, LR and L
′R. In table 4.1

the mean and median of all x in the game are summarised. The average number of
the switch in the first three rounds are 6.23, 6.82, 7.33, 8.51 and 8.58 for HR, H ′R,
MR, LR and H ′R respectively, while the control rounds for HR, H ′R, MR, LR and
L′R are 6.52, 6.86, 7.16, 6.98 and 8.

The results show that participants in the high risk environment switched to the
safe option earlier than participants in the low risk risk environment. Table 4.1 also
shows that participants in the low risk environments are more or less risk neutral.
This is consistent with arguments from Arrow (1971) and Rabin (2000). However,
differences between HR, H ′R and LR, L′R does not seem significant. A graphical
representation of the switch between each round, in each game is summarised in Fig-
ure 4.1. The following sections will present statistical results from Wilcoxon signed
rank test and Wilcoxon rank sum test and bootstrapped t-test.
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Round 1 - 3 Round 4 - 6
HR x 19 500 19 750 20 000 15 250 15 500 15 750

Mean 6.85 5.85 6 6.9 6.55 6.1
Median 8 6.85 5.5 7.5 6.5 6

H ′R x 19 250 19 750 20 000 15 250 15 500 15 750
Mean 7.26 6.96 6.26 7.09 6.9 6.6
Median 8 7 6 7 8 7

MR x 14 500 14 750 15 000 15 250 15 500 15 750
Mean 7.21 7.11 7.68 7.26 7.26 6.95
Median 8 8 9 7 8 7

LR x 10 250 10 500 10 750 15 250 15 500 15 750
Mean 8.52 8.62 8.38 7.14 6.9 6.9
Median 10 10 9 7 7 7

L′R x 10 250 10 500 10 750 15 250 15 500 15 750
Mean 8.2 8.33 9.2 7.87 8 8.13
Median 9 10 10 8 8 8

Table 4.1: Mean and Median of the games per round

Figure 4.1: The switch between the lottery and the safe option

4.1 Non-paremteric results

One of the main issues in the study was to examine how the number of safe
choices changed when the risk environment changed within the groups. That is the
change between round 3 and 4. Table 4.2 summarises a series of Wilcoxon signed
rank test results. The results show that there is no significant difference in the rank
of the population mean within the groups in high risk environment HR and H ′R or
the control group MR.
However, the test show that there is a difference in the rank of the population mean
on a 5% significance level in LR and L

′R. Participants in the low risk environment
LR and L′R, switched to the safe option earlier as the risk environment changed. In
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4.1. NON-PAREMTERIC RESULTS CHAPTER 4. RESULTS

Difference in risk aversion when the risk environment changes
Group Between round P - Value Significance Level
HR 3 - 4 0.2032
H ′R 3 - 4 0.4083
MR 3 - 4 0.4587
LR 3 - 4 0.05 *
L′R 3 - 4 0.02308 *

Table 4.2: Wilcoxon signed rank test results

summary, the results in table 4.2 reveals that participants in the low risk environ-
ment are more affected by the change in the risk environment, in opposite to HR,
H ′R and MR. Second, how does the risk environment affect the number of lottery
choices and the switch to the safe option between the groups.

Differences in risk aversion between groups in the first three rounds
Groups Round P - Value Significance Level
HR and LR 1 0.0285 *
HR and LR 2 0.0028 **
HR and LR 3 0.0285 *
HR and H ′R 1 0.7484
HR and H ′R 2 0.184
HR and H ′R 3 0.7967
LR and L′R 1 0.6581
LR and L′R 2 0.6664
LR and L′R 3 0.5917
HR and MR 1 0.8094
HR and MR 2 0.1974
HR and MR 3 0.1069
H ′R and MR 1 1
H ′R and MR 2 0.7217
H ′R and MR 3 0.1232
LR and MR 1 0.04 *
LR and MR 2 0.076
LR and MR 3 0.4854
L′R and MR 1 0.2464
L′R and MR 2 0.2637
L′R and MR 3 0.1877

Table 4.3: Wilcoxon rank sum test results

A series of Wilcoxon rank sum tests were conducted between groups HR, LR; HR,
H ′R; LR, L′R; HR, MR; H ′R, MR; LR, MR and L′R, MR in the initial rounds 1 - 3
and the control rounds 4 - 6. The results are summarised in Table 4.3 for the initial
rounds and Table 4.4 for the control rounds. The experimental results show that
there is a significance difference between the groups HR and LR in the switch from
the lottery to the safe option in the initial rounds. The results are significant both at
the 5% and 1% significance level. This means that participants who experience more
volatility in the asset are prone to be more risk averse than participants where the
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volatility is low. My experimental results are consistent with experimental results
found by He and Hong (2017). The difference between HR and LR could possibly
explain the results in the Wilcoxon signed rank test results. It is plausible that
since the participants in the high risk environment are more risk averse than the
participants in the low risk environment, they also stayed risk averse throughout
the control game. The rank sum test also shows a significant result between LR and
MR in the first round at a 5% significance level.

Furthermore, I could not find any significant difference between groups HR, H ′R

and LR, L′R. The results in this study indicate that warnings to the participants
about the risk did not have any significant effect on their risk aversion in the initial
rounds 1 - 3. As a matter of fact looking at Table 4.1 show that groups who have
been warned about the risk became slightly more risk taking, although not statisti-
cally significant. This could possibly be contributed to anchoring or affect heuristic
discussed by Kahneman and Tversky (1974) and Finucane et al. (2000), depending
on how participants perceive the risk or the benefit in the game.

Differences in risk aversion between groups in the control rounds
Groups Round P - Value Significance Level
HR and LR 4 0.9684
HR and LR 5 0.9056
HR and LR 6 0.4681
HR and H ′R 4 0.7653
HR and H ′R 5 0.5384
HR and H ′R 6 0.4105
LR and L′R 4 0.4869
LR and L′R 5 0.1821
LR and L′R 6 0.1219
HR and MR 4 0.808
HR and MR 5 0.4878
HR and MR 6 0.3649
H ′R and MR 4 0.9385
H ′R and MR 5 0.7403
H ′R and MR 6 0.7213
LR and MR 4 0.7849
LR and MR 5 0.6034
LR and MR 6 0.8371
L′R and MR 4 0.739
L′R and MR 5 0.5168
L′R and MR 6 0.2465

Table 4.4: Wilcoxon rank sum test results

In the control rounds, no statistical evidence was found in the risk aversion between
groups. The groups changed from the lottery to the safe option around 7th or 8th

alternative. The results in my experimental study indicates that when faced with
same financial asset, there seems to be no distinction in how the groups perceived
the risk between themselves. Arguably, expected utility theory is not applicable
here.
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4.2 Parametric results

The nonparametric results in previous section were compared to t-test performed
on the samples and the bootstraped samples. The results are summarised in Table
4.5. The results from bootstraped data are indexed with a B. The results from the
Wilcoxon signed rank test in Table 4.2 are similar to the paired t - test in Table
4.5. I found no significant result on a 5% significance level, in differences between
the mean in HR, H

′R and MR, in the sample and the bootstrap sample, when the
environment of risk changed. Other showed a significant result on 5% significance
level in group L′R in both sample and bootstraped t - test. In the low risk game

Group Between Round P − V alue P − V alueB
HR 3 - 4 0.2882 0.08
H
′R 3 - 4 0.3672 0.1045

MR 3 - 4 0.2789 0.0935
LR 3 - 4 0.0716 0.0044
L
′R 3 - 4 0.0211 0.0000

Table 4.5: Paired t-test results between round 3 - 4

without a warning message LR, the results were not significant on a 5% significance
level on the sample, however significant on the bootstraped data. Both parametric
and nonparametric results support that participants in the high risk environment
HR, H

′R and moderate risk environment MR did not change their risk behaviour,
while participants in the low risk environment LR, L

′R did. Looking further, two
sample t − test performed on the differences in the switch between games were
inconsistent with Wilcoxon rank sum test results in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The
results are summarised in Table 4.6. Table 4.6 shows results from the sample and
the bootstraped data. There are two p − values in each column, where the first
p − value represent round 1, 2 or 3 and the second p − value represent round 4,
5 or 6. The bootstraped p − value is indexed with B. There is support from
both parametric and nonparametric tests on 5% significance level, that there is a
difference in risk aversion between low and high risk environment in the first three
rounds. Furthermore, there is no for differences in risk aversion between groups
once the decision making was based on the same environment. Also, the results
show weak support for the difference between HR and H

′R, while LR and L
′R shows

weak support for differences between the groups when the environment was the
same. The control group MR where no treatment was applied, showed to be much
more risk averse than participants in the low risk environment LR and L

′R. There
was little support for differences in the control group and participants in the high
risk environment.
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Groups Round Round P − V alue P − V alueB
HR and LR 1 4 0.09 ; 0.81 0.00 ; 0.21
HR and LR 2 5 0.01 ; 0.66 0.00 ; 0.68
HR and LR 3 6 0.02 ; 0.30 0.00 ; 0.18
HR and H ′R 1 4 0.62 ; 0.85 0.53 ; 0.67
HR and H ′R 2 5 0.20 ; 0.69 0.01 ; 0.03
HR and H ′R 3 6 0.79 ; 0.54 0.46 ; 0.58
LR and L′R 1 4 0.76 ; 0.36 0.48 ; 0.20
LR and L′R 2 5 0.79 ; 0.14 0.89 ; 0.00
LR and L′R 3 6 0.33 ; 0.09 0.05 ; 0.00
HR and MR 1 4 0.70 ; 0.72 0.33 ; 0.23
HR and MR 2 5 0.21 ; 0.44 0.41 ; 0.02
HR and MR 3 6 0.11 ; 0.36 0.00 ; 0.00
H ′R and MR 1 4 0.95 ; 0.86 0.71 ; 0.46
H ′R and MR 2 5 0.87 ; 0.84 0.15 ; 0.90
H ′R and MR 3 6 0.13 ; 0.71 0.00 ; 0.00
LR and MR 1 4 0.16 ; 0.90 0.00 ; 0.97
LR and MR 2 5 0.14 ; 0.67 0.00 ; 0.04
LR and MR 3 6 0.47 ; 0.96 0.24 ; 0.03
L′R and MR 1 4 0.35 ; 0.47 0.00 ; 0.19
L′R and MR 2 5 0.27 ; 0.38 0.00 ; 0.05
L′R and MR 3 6 0.09 ; 0.17 0.00 ; 0.03

Table 4.6: Two sample t-test between groups

4.3 Risk aversion

In this section, I will provide results on the differences in risk behaving between
men and women. A rational agent should switch to the safe option in round 10,
where the payoff of the safe option is equal to the payoff of the lottery. Therefore
there should be three safe options on average if the agent is “rational”. Hence, three
safe choices is the reference point for the participants. If the participants chose more
than three safe options, it is a sign of relative risk aversion. Table 4.7 shows the
deviation from the reference point for women and men indexed γM for men and γW

for women.

On average the safe choices for men were 6.29, 5.53, 4.77, 4.76 and 4.54 for games
HR, H ′R, MR, LR and L

′R and 6.81, 6.43, 6.31, 5.25 and 4.19 for women in games
HR, H ′R, MR, LR and L

′R. No group appeared to be fully risk neutral. Men in
the low risk environment LR and both sexes in L

′R were more or less risk neutral.
The results gives some arguments to Arrow (1971) where he refer to that when the
risk is small the utility function is approximately linear and the risk aversion of the
agent disappears. On average, the female participants of the game switched over
to the safe option more frequently than the male participants. This supports the
experimental results from Donkers et al. (2001).

The interesting part of the results were found in HR and L′R, where the experimental
results showed that for the first three rounds, female participants in both games were
more risk averse than the male, but as the environment changed to where men and
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women made economic decisions based on the same risk, women tend to be slightly
more risk taking compared to the men. Both men and women had more safe choices
when the environment was risky and less safe choices as the risk of the environment
decreased. However, both men and women in groups where they were warned about
the risk were actually more risk taking then the men and women in the games
without warning. Possibly affect heuristics could be an indicator on how agents
perceive the risk of the environment (Alhakami and Slovic, 1994) (Finucane et al.,
2000).

Number Number
of safe of safe
choices men choices women x Game γM γW

5.57 6.46 19 500 HR + 2.57 + 3.46
6.14 7.69 19 750 HR + 3.14 + 4.69
6 7.54 20 000 HR + 3 + 4.54
6.43 5.92 15 250 HR + 3.43 + 2.92
6.57 6.38 15 500 HR + 3.57 + 3.38
7 6.85 15 750 HR + 4 + 3.85

6.14 5.56 19 500 H
′R + 3.14 + 2.56

5.86 6.13 19 750 H
′R + 2.86 + 3.13

6.29 6.94 20 000 H
′R + 3.29 + 3.94

4.86 6.38 15 250 H
′R + 1.86 + 3.38

4.71 6.69 15 500 H
′R + 1.71 + 3.69

5.29 6.88 15 750 H
′R + 2.29 + 3.88

4.63 6.5 14 500 MR + 1.63 + 3.50
4.86 6.4 14 750 MR + 1.86 + 2.4
4 6 15 000 MR + 1 + 2
5 6.1 15 250 MR + 2 + 3.1
5.13 6.1 15 500 MR + 2.13 + 3.1
5 6.8 15 750 MR + 2 + 3.8
5.33 3.73 10 250 LR + 2.33 + 1.73
3.44 4.18 10 500 LR + 0.44 + 2.18
3.56 4.36 10 750 LR + 0.56 + 1.36
5.67 6.45 15 250 LR + 2.67 + 3.45
5.22 6.34 15 500 LR + 2.22 + 3.34
5.33 6.45 15 750 LR + 2.33 + 3.45

3 4.11 10 250 L
′R 0 + 1.11

3.50 3.89 10 500 L
′R + 0.50 + 0.89

3.50 3.78 10 750 L
′R + 0.50 + 0.78

5 4.89 15 250 L
′R + 2 + 1.89

5.75 4.22 15 500 L
′R + 2.75 + 1.22

6.50 4.22 15 750 L
′R + 2.50 + 1.22

Table 4.7: Risk aversion between men and women
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Chapter 5

General discussion and conclusion

In this study, heuristics and how it affects decisions of an economic agent was
tested. In a controlled experiment, students from different departments at Ume̊a
University participated in a lottery game where they chose between a generic lot-
tery and a safe option. I manipulated the lottery by varying the risk of the game
through volatility. The volatility of the game was related to a specific financial
asset. The more volatile asset, the more risk. A stock represented high volatility,
a interest fund and a three-month government treasury bill represented moderate
and low volatility. In addition half of the participants in high and low risk games
were warned about the dangers in participating in a lottery, further investigating if
heuristics affect the rationality of an economic agent. Furthermore, most studies on
the valuation of risk between men and women, indicates that women are more risk
averse than men. This notion was also tested.

The results from the experimental study are mostly in line with the previous studies
discussed in chapter 2. In this experiment, the volatility of the asset corresponds
to the risk of the environment. Comparing the mean and the median in Table 4.1
tells us that, when the risk is higher, the participants in these games switched to
the safe option earlier than the participants where the risk is low. Also, in the low
risk environment, the participants were approximately risk neutral. These results
are consistent with experimental studies from He and Hong (2017) and studies by
Arrow (1971). Once the environment changed, and the participants made decisions
in the same risk environment, the participants in HR, H

′R, MR did not statistically
changed in their switch from the lottery to the safe option, while the participants
in LR and L

′R, switched to safe option earlier compared to their choices in the first
three rounds. These results in this study implicates that past experience may change
how participants value risk when the risk of the environment changes.

When the groups were compared statistically, the results show a significant result on
a 5 significance level, on how many safe choices were chosen between participants in
the high risk game and the low risk game. The results are backed up by both para-
metric and nonparametric tests. Most agents did not differ in the their valuation in
the risk of the asset when the risk environment was the same. This indicates that
the risk preference in all groups is the same. If that is the case, then past experience
does not matter, instead it depends on the magnitude of x. Hence, the risk attitude
has little to do with the environment rather than investment opportunity, which is
inconsistent with expected utility theorem.
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The results between the groups who was given a warning and the groups who were
not, gave reason for an interesting discussion. What can be observed is that H

′R and
L
′R chose marginally fewer safe options than HR and LR on average. While some

rounds were statistically significant other rounds were not. Affect on perceived risk
or benefit seems to play a small factor among the participants. Kahneman (2011)
argues that when provided with additional information, the participants in a exper-
iment have more information that can affect their decision making. Furthermore,
when the risk is high, men who were warned chose 0.76 safe option less than the men
who were not. Women showed the same pattern where risk was low. Women who
were warned, chose 1.09 safe options less than women who were not. Otherwise, the
results show that on average the relative risk aversion for women is higher than the
relative risk aversion for men.

What can we learn from our experimental results. First, no agent in this study
is risk neutral. Most of the participants had a decreasing relative risk aversion.
As risk in the game decreased, the participants chose fewer safe options. This is
inconsistent with the expected utility theorem. If the bound on risk aversion
holds in all cases, then U(Y ) is bounded above. For instance, if the economic agent
is a expected utility maximiser and the agent is risk averse. Then, if the agent turns
down a 50 − 50 gain 10750 / lose 9250 gamble, then the agent should also reject
a gain 20000 / lose 0 gamble aswell. Hence, when the risk of the lottery is great,
the expected utility provides us with unrealistic risk aversion. This was presented
by Matthew Rabin (2000) where he criticised the expected utility theory and the
pitfalls that economists should be aware of. Another issue with the expected util-
ity theory, is presented by Paul Samuelson (1963). Expected utility theory makes a
great argument for that economic agents do not see an amalgamation of independent
lotteries. The economic agents are more or less barely willing to accept risk when
the risk is clustered than when the risk is independent Rabin (2000). Therefore if
the agent is unwilling to participate in a lottery with a certain outcome, then the
agent should turn down n > 1 of the lotteries taken together. Hence, a problem
arises when we assume that risk attitudes when the gambles are large and modest,
are derived from the same utility of function of wealth (Samuelson, 1963).

How has heuristics affected the rationality of a the economic agent? The results
indicate that, affect has played a roll in the participants choice of the game. Daniel
Kahneman (2011) refers to two systems System 1 and System 2, where the operations
of System 2 refer to the subjective experience of agency, choice, and concentration.
The operation in System 2 requires attention, and when the attention is disrupted,
it is drawn away. Hence, a plausible explanation for the results is, when the infor-
mation on risk is received, the view on benefits also changes even if the information
did not include anything about benefit, which disrupts system 2.

In this experiment, it is also very plausible that undergraduate students from USBE,
used affect heuristic more than other participating students due to their education,
their interest in financial markets and their lack of education in economic theory. I
noticed when I was coding the data, that engineer students used math and proba-
bility theory to calculate their expected utility. Hence, the relative risk aversion of
engineer students was lower than the relative risk aversion among USBE students
even if it was not tested in this study.
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After the conducted experiment, it was obvious to me that expected utility theory
has issues capturing the risk attitudes when risk varies, especially when the lottery
is not abstract. Also, if the an economic agent is risk averse, he/she cannot max-
imise their utility and therefore is not a expected utility maximiser. Hence it is hard
to argue that the environment can change the risk aversion of an economic agent,
instead it most likely depends on the investment opportunities, which was noticed
when the participants made decisions on the same level of risk. In addition, it seems
to me that heuristics affected the participants to make rational choices. In fact what
surprised me was how much of a fundamentalist I was in economic theory, because
I believed that the participants would be rational.

There is a difficulty in the design of the lottery to state the alternatives that does
not guide the participant to a certain answer, which in my opinion is an issue in
experimental studies. Asking question like what are you willing to pay, or what is it
worth to you, often lacks additional information and can be misleading and does not
necessarily capture the real attitude of the participant. For instance (just for the
sake of the argument), would you rather lose your left arm or what are your willing-
ness to pay to keep your arm, are both horrible alternatives. The alternatives lack
additional information on why I must lose the arm and the question is impossible to
answer. I do not want to lose my arm, and I cannot put a value on my arm either.
Also, what is sufficient enough? Your willingness to cut my arm of is perhaps higher
than my willingness to pay? In this study I tried to provide information without
misconception and let the participants make their choice. I am not arguing that I
succeeded, I am simply stating that I was aware of the issue.

I do not claim to have the final word on the subject of risk aversion and how to
measure it. By conducting this experiment I am hoping to contribute to the broad
literature on this subject to further provide additional information and hopefully
taking one step closer to the truth. For further studies it would be interesting to
conduct an experiment on how people value money. The technological evolution has
allowed to us to pay threw our phones by using apps. It would be interesting to find
out how peoples perception of the value of money has changed.

I will end my conclusion with this. If you are still a believer that heuristics does not
affect you, I have a final test for you. Throughout this thesis, I have bold marked
my key words. Can you name them?
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